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Editorial A second example-the discovery of liver extract for the treatment of pernicious anemia resulted from work by Whipple, Minot, and Murphy. The pathologist Whipple was trying to determine the hematopoietic efficiency of diets. The clinician Minot was broadly enough read not only to know of Whipple's basic work, but to see its applicability. This led to its clinical use by Murphy, and the award of three Nobel prizes.
The discovery of insulin by Banting and Best tells another story. Even though it had been conclusively shown that the pancreas was crucially involved in diabetes, none of the major research centers did much about it. It took a young unknown surgeon with avid curiosity and an equally eager young medical student to do what should long since have been done. Note that government grants and major planning committees representing consumers, economists, sociologists, et al. played no part. Today many investigators fail to appreciate that knowledge of the history of discovery is vital if wise policies are to be generated. Instead the young are being taught, by example, that status and celebrity-seeking promote their careers. Serving on important committees, belonging to the right societies, associating with the right people, and seeking discreet but maximum public exposure pay handsomely-if this is the way of life that is sought.
Government, with the power of money at its disposal, plays a critical part. The power-oriented among us find it easy to accept the hegemony of government over practice and research, forgetting that a sense of the history of discovery is almost wholly absent in those making policy. Are such important decisions to be left in the hands of those so innocent? I am certain that the conduct of research will ultimately triumph over the business and politics of discovery. I am less certain about the practice of medicine, to the politically powerful a much larger plum. It is especially difficult to disentangle those practicing medicine in the broad sense from those who would control it but without experience to guide them.
Perhaps the most we have the right to expect is that some people may heed a twinge of conscience. But the issue is now clear: if greatness is a goal, it will take great thinking and consummate honesty to achieve it.
History has shown us and formulated the guidelines.-IRVING H. PAGE, for/tIer Director, Research Division. Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio
